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I like this name instead of Illuminati, New World Order or Potato Chips because it reminds me 

of PCB (printed circuit board or polychlorinated biphenyls) with its scientific and/or toxic tone.  

 

Today's topic, how does this organization operate? 

 

Just in case, HCP = HIDDEN CONCEALED POWER (which could have become the name for a 

disposable battery, back-in-the-day) 

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, are the HCPs scientifically toxic? 

C: Greetings Earth travelers, welcome to Oz the place where green cities are unpolluted and 

confusing things get mentioned. Yes, this group is toxic to itself yet unaware of that effect. 

 

Q: They have no self-chosen name, correct? 

C: None.  

 

Q: Is the human habit of needing a name for EVERYTHING the reason none was selected? 

C: Identifiers would work against the group's purpose, no labels are necessary. Outsiders 

need not identify them, members recognize one another without tags. 

 

Q: How do they function? 

C: The core group is quite small, the majority of the effects are caused and carried out by 

subordinates. Observers would be surprised to discover the range of subordinates from highly 

influential places to seemingly unimportant. 

 

Q: Are they much different from the organization of a company, governmental agency or 

something similar? 

C: Yes, very much so. No ownership or oversight is conducted, membership is for life, 

recruitment is completely internal. Potential members are not made offers, they evolve and slide 

into place willingly. The active, affirmative decision to join is not made. The invitation is 

extended as almost an afterthought. Leaving is impossible.  

 

Q: What is their objective? 

C: Two, one conscious the other of which they are unaware. The conscious goal is to exert 

control for improvement; the unwitting purpose for society in general, is to teach independence 

and reliance as complementary, oscillating, interchanging values.  

 

Q: Let's unpack those a little. That was possibly a lot in a relative brief sentence. Unaware 

purpose means the members are not consciously aware of this? 

C: No. This is the life plan contract and agreement. All humans have this. For any grouping 

of souls, an organization is created. How much shall grouped souls act independently of one 

another, or in concert?  

 



We suggest raising children as an example; at what point should children be left alone 

unsupervised and for what activity? Newborns only when asleep, adults for indeterminate 

stretches, many options between.  

 

The parental goals are what? 

 

The HCPs as you have tagged them, are the controlling parents unwilling to release. Just as with 

rearing children, the HCPs are drawn to the group by the inner drive to always dominate, and 

exert control. This effort counterbalances insecurity caused by perceived chaos, confusion and 

conflict.  

 

Q: They're aware of their control but not their motivation? 

C: The inner and hidden causes, no. They are quite aware of their emotions, reactions and 

preferences but not why. 

 

Q: When did this group form? 

C: Several exist, human society divided into regions each dominates. We suggest an 

organized crime territory arrangement. The most influential is what is typically called western 

society. The Asian counterpart is dominated by China, the remainder of the world by Russia. 

These latter two are far less influential by comparison, yet still extremely significant over their 

territory. 

 

The western version began to form with reliable steamship transportation. Technology has 

allowed it to expand reach, influence and effect as widely as technology spreads. 

 

Q: Was the book "1984" a reference to this entity? 

C: Yes, a crude reference to an extremely unsophisticated version.  

 

Q: How does this organization achieve its ends? 

C: Your cooperation.  

 

Q: How do "we" cooperate? Its existence is debated, doubted, dismissed and denied.  

C: You all cooperate through voluntary acts, doing what you believe are things good for you 

and yours, unaware that design and control of what you are offered or denied operate outside of 

your awareness. 

 

Q: What do the "masters" these HCPs folks, derive from this? What motivates them? 

C: The same things which motivate many a human. A sense of purpose, belonging, 

importance and acceptance.  

 

Q: What things have been created as a result of their efforts?  

C: Central banks, regional political agreements such as the European Union, feminism, 

racism to list just four. 

 

Q: Racism? 

C: Mistreatment of humans by humans because of physical different between groups is not  



their invention, however inculcating notions of inherent dislike built into one group against 

another, an innate group dislike which does not exist on Earth, is a fabrication derived from HCP 

efforts.   

 

Q: Feminism? 

C: Equal opportunity for women is a wonderful, naïve concept. Women do not want what 

men want, nor the reverse. Women want access by their voluntary choice, this was the noble 

notion with which the seeds of feminism were craftily planted. Once established, this has been 

manipulated through female emotionality, pride and modesty. Women continue to avoid disliked 

people and activity through the luxury of men who take on the roles women do not want. This is 

deliberately taught behavior, and the HCPs benefit from this, is to have a greater number of 

malleable, manipulated voters. Women have been skillfully trained to resent and reject male 

ideas regarding abortion. The HCPs do not care which side of the issue prevails, their goal is to 

provoke women to vote for the manipulated political candidate they control. The large majority 

of humans will obey leaders in their social organization, typically called a government.  

 

Q: What about central banks? 

C: These are obvious, controlling money controls nearly everything. The objective is not to 

have money, which the HCPs have in quantities which make it meaningless, but to use money as 

a tool.  

 

Q: The European Union? 

C: This is the flip side of the eurozone currency. The one requires the other. Switzerland was 

allowed to remain independent because it is surrounded. A convenient, close escape valve and 

hiding place within the eurozone currency arrangement, is very handy.  Because Switzerland was 

not worth the effort to seize control, plus it helps perpetuate the illusion of democracy for this 

regional conference, it remains. The United Kingdom was allowed to avoid the euro because it 

joined and funded the EU to a great extent. The remaining states speak for themselves. 

 

Q: How has this reach and influence been achieved? 

C: Controlling the message and messenger. Press manipulation.  

 

Q: Why do we allow it? 

C: Who among you is included in your question's pronoun? The question itself reveals the 

insidious training conducted by agents of the HCPs, to instill and develop a sense of adversarial 

approach and position, an "us" versus "them" perception. The Christianity to Islam conflict 

served as model for this similar standoffs as seen in many places. 

 

Q: Do historical examples exist among human societies? 

C: Ancient Rome and Atlantis were fine examples current HCPs seek but are failing to 

avoid.   

 

Q: What is the failure? 

C: No counterbalance. Fringes are edges of the two wings needed to lift and maintain 

controllable flight. The existence of bipartisan public policy keeps a balance and yoke upon the 

opposing preference. This absent from HCPs. 

 



Q: Are their power and influence declining? 

C: Who lives in the White House?  

 

Q: What can any one person do to prevent oppressive concealed control? 

C: Acknowledge it is always possible, always a tendency of human nature to behave this 

way in and as a group. You are all a group, because we all are, as souls. Incarnation does not 

change the matrix of connections, it simple hangs a few curtains between things temporarily. 

Humans learn to believe the curtains are a permanent innate feature of human existence, but they 

are the opposite.  

 

The attacks upon organized religion are engineered to reinforce the illusion of separation. The 

separator power creates immense opportunity to manipulate, with and through replacement 

theology.  

 

Q: We can prevent it by understanding it's possible? 

C: Yes, that is all you require, awareness.  The name Illuminati is a funny, sarcastic 

contradiction because the HCPs cannot function as they intend and prefer, upon a well lighted 

stage. They recruit, train and place their puppets upon it, never emerging from the shadows. 

They distract by organizing meetings of their underlings, naming these things Bilderberg as one 

example. The participants in these events are nearly all employees. 

 

The idea this group is more illuminated thus informed is a cruel hoax when observed through the 

meanings and definitions of these words.  

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, thank you and I am certain we'll reader have questions, which I'll 

gather up and address in another session.  

C: Most welcome are all. Even HCP members.  

      


